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Flying
ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES

Advice regarding 

Yellow Fever Vaccination

Over the past weeks we have heard of a number of our
patients who have flown from Dublin with Ethiopian Airlines 
via Addis on their way to other destinations and they have
encountered difficulties with immigration officials at their
next destination with regard to whether or not they have
cover against Yellow Fever. Ethiopia is regarded as a
Yellow Fever country and in fact there were reports of the
disease infecting people within the country a few years ago 
(2013).

The accepted international guidelines (though not a legal binding agreement) is that if an individual is within
the transit lounge for less than 12 hours (and obviously therefore not entering the country - with no
requirement to have their passport stamped) then they are not regarded as a Yellow Fever risk at their next
port of entry.

However this ‘guideline’ is not always followed and we do have reports of our patients encountering
difficulties. There is no definite 100% answer as to what firm advice should be given as there are too many
variables (duration within transit lounge, personal preference / awkwardness of the official at the next
immigration point etc).

Most travellers are only in Addis for a few hours (typically 3 to 4 hours) when changing plane for their onward
journey. Most health authorities and immigration officials are happy to accept that unless a traveller is staying
more that 12 hours within the transit lounge that they should not have to show evidence of cover against
Yellow Fever at their next port of entry.

Unfortunately that understanding is not always followed by the immigration officials and we have heard of
flights into Mozambique where all travellers were required to show evidence of cover against yellow Fever.
Apparently those not having proof of cover were required to receive the vaccine at the airport facility (this
information is not as yet fully confirmed though we have heard the same story from a number of our patients).

The main issue we have heard to date relates to Mozambique but it possible that Zambian, Malawian and
Madagascar officials may approach the situation in a similar fashion. It is unlikely that this will be a problem
for those flying on to South Africa.

On the basis that problems can occur at immigration, after being in transit via Addis, all travellers  need to be
made fully aware of this situation so that they can make an informed decision as to whether or not they should 
receive the vaccine under these circumstances.

It is also important to remember that flights can all too easily be delayed for a number of reasons and
therefore the 3 hour transit stay can at times have to be extended to 12/24 hours and necessitate full entry
into Ethiopia.

However all travellers should be advised to keep their boarding cards and copies of their itinerary so
that, if required, they have documented evidence to allow them argue the fact that they arrived into
Addis at a certain time and then departed within a few hours and thus they should not have any
requirement to have evidence of cover against Yellow Fever.


